The interviewer’s
interview guide
How to heighten
your chances
of securing
your next new
member of staff
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We are seeing firms time and time
again make the hiring process more
difficult than it needs to be. Hiring
managers and HR alike are left
feeling frustrated with candidates not
turning up to interview, making offers
to candidates who don’t accept or
worse still accept and don’t start.
This series may not be for you! You may have a 100% offer to acceptance rate, you
may have every person’s cv that you like end up joining your business. However, if you
are thinking you wish this was the case then it’s worth having a look.
First of all, lets calculate your time loss investment into potential hires:
• How many hours do you spend in interviews with people who haven’t said yes to
your offer?
• How much does it set you back when the person you wanted to join is suddenly off
the market or accepts a role elsewhere?
• How do you feel when your technical test isn’t attempted let alone passed?
There are many businesses who are missing out on their next great hire because they
don’t know how to guarantee that the person they offer will accept and I think there’s
so much more we can do to help people save their time and heighten their chances
of securing the right people for their company.
This year has seen a huge rise again in the amount of vacancies within the technology
sector and the war for talent has never raged fiercer. We are seeing more and more
candidates receiving multiple offers, perusing multiple interview processes and getting
very used to turning down companies who historically would have had a look in.

The talk of many hiring managers is that there is a “shallow talent pool” and that the
war for talent is primary on any business agenda. There are many things I believe
we can do to affect this and make it easier to secure your next new member of the
team and a lot of these focus around shifting our mindsets. The focus we have had
has been on finding that great CV and attracting that CV to interview, I believe we
should shift the support of that person through the entire process from company
introduction to interview to decision making, on boarding and the “settling in” period.
This candidate support is absolutely imperative in today’s market.
This is my guide on what I believe, we can all do better to partner with our prospective
employees and how to enhance your success rate on offers out versus offers
accepted. I would relish the chance to discuss each step in more detail!

This is our People First plan….
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People Potential: There is no perfect
As a recruiter who has placed thousands of
technology staff over the past 16 years, I feel we
are still looking for the “perfect” candidate to fill the
vacancy at hand rather than the right person with
potential. It is often the case that when hiring people
forget that hiring is about people and people will
chose a role that’s a journey to becoming the perfect
job and making them better every day. This requires
investment from a new starter and investment
from the company itself. Only then can loyalty and
commitment grow.
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Explain: Your product and technology stack
When joining a firm people want to know what they
are getting into. Too many times we are hearing of
applicants leaving an interview process having no idea
what the job will entail other than the two paragraphs
written in a formal job spec lacking detail. Often
candidates once offered a role are having to go back
into a firm to have the products and technology stack
picture fully painted for them. Without showcasing
exactly what problems or typical problems someone
will be solving, you take away their chance of
imagining themselves working there. You want your
applicant excited about the prospect of joining and
visualising how much they will be challenged day in
day out by your problems and having them itching to
solve them
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Office: Do a tour show
off your people and premises
Whether a corporate with landscaped offices or
a start up in pre ‘WeWork’ office space, showing
exactly where someone would sit and who they could
potentially be working with cannot be underestimated.
The office tour isn’t just about the facilities, it’s about
the mission, the purpose, the problem you want to
solve and someone feeling part of that journey. Not
building this into the process will hold your company
back from including a potential applicant in the most
enticing part of the process for them.
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Process: Have a speedy but thorough
process and post offer process
Lots of companies are still interview like they did
five or ten years ago. Start-ups often follow a hiring
process similar to the corporates the founders have
previously worked in without properly thinking about
what they are trying to achieve (apart from the obvious
of course). Ten years ago, we were all subject to strict
panel type interview interrogations that lasted hours.
Nowadays companies are treating their applicants as
their new member of staff throughout the interview –
making sure they are fed and watered and given an
enjoyable experience. It’s so important your process
covers everything you need it to, but in a manner
that someone will enjoy and one that is speedy
and efficient. Moreover, the time between offer and
paperwork is a huge opportunity to de-risk your
process and being fast here can help secure your
next new member of staff.
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Let their voice be heard
Knowing the person, you are hiring isn’t just about the
skills they have now but what they are looking for in
their next move. Everyone’s motivations and goals are
paramount to any job move and especially will affect
which company they end up joining. Being interested
in the person and letting them take a lead in the
conversation allows for so much learning as well as
general feel good factor!
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Exhibit your future proofing
(of their career and your product)
Everyone wants to feel their next career move is the
right one and a safe move for their income. In today’s
uncertain economic and political landscape it’s
imperative that applicants are able to feel secure in
their move to a firm that is aware of the challenges in
the market it is facing and talking openly about future
proofing their concept in accordance to that. We have
often seen candidates decline roles due to this simply
not being spoken about at interview so it’s worth
considering.
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Fortune: Isn’t just money for some
Out-offering your competition or over-offering a
potential counter-offer can still tip the balance for you
to secure a candidate. However, we are finding that
for more and more people it’s not all about the money,
instead they are drawn to businesses because of their
purpose, mission, values, the culture, the challenges,
the career progression, the vision. Free fruit and
foosball tables have lost their edge to people feeling
purposeful in their day to day and knowing this move
will enable a fast track in their learning and personal
pathway.
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Investigate your normal?
Knowing what you would like your time investment
to look like is a great starting point when looking to
improve your candidate attraction policies. How many
CVs do you review now? How many agencies do you
meet? How many interview stages do you have? What
are your loss rates at each of the stages? How many
offers have you put out that haven’t been accepted?
How many finals have you conducted without
offering? Why? I’m massively passionate about a
‘pause and review’ of what we just assume is the right
way of doing things. It’s often worth reviewing why you
do things the way you do and making sure you are
changing your process to change your results.
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Right person: Is this actually the right person for
the job?
Companies often hire for the skill set they want to
utilise right now and its really easy with work demands
and product deadlines to do this. They seek a list of
skills that they need for a specific project and fail to
think beyond that. Trying to think about a person and
their journey into the position can help identify what
values you wish to have within your firm and what skillsets and experience you are able to build on through
the right training and investment. Hiring a person for
the skill-set they have now with no thought process
of where they can progress to in a year’s time is
a sure-fire way to lose that at some point in your
interview process
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Showcase your values
We have seen a huge rise in applicants wanting
to join a firm where they can feel aligned to their
values. Technologists are more vocal than ever, and
roles are becoming so much more hybrid in their
skill set and communicative their nature. This is
most effective when it’s espoused in the process,
for example, showcasing your inclusivity by having
diverse interview panels, highlighting your ‘people
first’ attitudes by holding whiteboard sessions or pair
programming over old school hand-written tech tests
which isn’t enjoyable for anyone involved. As such,
the best people want to join firms where they can
understand and appreciate their values to aid in their
decision making
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Track who you lose your candidates to
Lots of firms lose out to candidates taking roles at
other companies who are faster in their process,
clearer in their communication, better at explaining
the role or simply a competitor who speaks about
their journey in a more positive way. Tracking when
you lose applicants - at interview, at final, at test stage
(a very common one), and at offer stage can help you
identify where you have an opportunity to improve.
Only then can you start the process to improving your
rates of success.
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If there’s anything in this you would like to
discuss further or need support in implementing
please contact me.
E: nadia.edwards-dashti@harringtonstarr.com
T: 0203 587 7007

Nadia has worked in the
recruitment industry for
16 years and has placed
hundreds of technology
professionals into financial
firms. Nine years ago, she
co-founded Harrington Starr
with their CEO Toby Babb and
fellow MD James Hounslow.
Harrington Starr is a specialist
recruitment agency that places technology staff
into financial services and now has over 70 staff in
London, New York and San Francisco. Two years
ago, she headed up their non-finance division to
start up sister organisation, North Starr, which places
technology and sales staff into ecommerce, digital
and media sectors. She has a passion for helping
people make the right career choices and succeed

in their interviews, promotions, salary reviews and
project meetings.
She has created numerous processes that are now
known in the financial services talent attraction
industry that allow all Harrington Starr Group
consultants to go the extra mile for their candidates
when they represent them for jobs. She wants hiring
managers to invest in their staff and promotes
retaining staff throughout the industry to allow for
people to onboard smoothly and progress quickly.
Ultimately, she believes in people becoming the best
they can be within the industry.
She was named in the Women in Fintech Powerlist
in the Senior Leaders category in 2018 and in 2017.
Her internal training programme for the Harrington
Starr Group won the ‘Best In-house Training’ award

for the Global Recruitment Awards. She featured on
a Financial Times video offering careers advice for
moving into coding and has spoken about career
choices on BBC Radio 5 Live. She won the “most
inspiring recruitment agency leader” at the 2019
Recruitment Investing in Talent Awards. She is a
member of the 30% club to promote diversity and
has been flown by the women in payments network
to speak at Money2020 on her STEP FORWARD for
gender equality programme. She has been asked to
advise one of the world’s leading hedge funds on their
diversity programme and has championed equality
in the industry. She hosts the “Women of Fintech”
Podcast, co-presents Fintech Focus TV, co- founded
the Women of Fintech Social Community and edits
the North Starr Magazine. She believes everyone
should be given the chance to get better every day
and publicises that hashtag #getbettereveryday

